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Today’s power systems are operated in a completely centralized fashion. Electric energy is produced

by a few large power plants at very high voltages. It is distributed over long distances and

transformed step-wise down onto lower voltage levels before it reaches the millions of consumers,

e.g. single households, offices or factories. Operation of such power plants is scheduled based on

long-term forecasts of power demand due to the mechanical inertia with which such plants are only

able to increase or decrease their output.

This top-down control of the grid comes at a high price: in large-scale international grids electric

power may be distributed across several countries before reaching a consumer and thus result in

enormous power losses. Unpredictable and typically short-term deviations from demand forecasts

have to be balanced by fast (and thus often times highly inefficient) power plants. These plants

provide so-called balancing power at peak prices due to the fact that most of the time they are

running without actually feeding into the grid in order to provide the power gradients needed to

balance short-term demand fluctuations.

The ongoing trend of expanding distributed and especially renewable power generation results in a

rapid increase of such short-term fluctuations in supply situations due to the unpredictability of

renewable energy sources, e.g. wind power or photovoltaic. Renewable power generation is usually

installed in the form of widely dispersed small-scale plants with relatively low power output. Peaks in

power consumption could theoretically be balanced with a corresponding increase in distributed

power generation or vice versa (in the same geographic region with minimal power losses). The latter

often being referred to as “Demand Side Management”, presenting a conceptual change in operating

power systems through the flexibilization of small scale household devices and thus following the

volatile generation side instead of the other way around.

However, traditional centralized power management is capable neither of identifying such situations

nor of taking appropriate individual actions with millions of consumers and distributed renewable

power plants connected to the grid. Modern power grids are blind to the precise supply and demand

configurations on the lower voltage levels. Hence, the need for inefficient short-term balancing

power increases even further.

Monitoring and efficiently operating power networks with a high density of distributed renewable

generation and consumption is not possible with centralized management. In order to achieve the

necessary resolution and level of control, prospective smart energy networks (so called “Smart
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Grids”) need to be controlled by autonomous yet coordinated software agents acting on behalf of

consumers and producers of electric energy. Such a distributed control system adequately matches

and coordinates the complex ownership and organizational/social structures as well as the individual

goals and objectives of every single electrical actor through local collaboration: individual needs will

be negotiated, local or regional imbalances will be smoothened out and the resulting load flows will

be evenly distributed across the different layers of the power network, from local distribution

networks up to national/international transmission grids. The local optimal operating configurations

will be coordinated and interconnected step-wise up forming ever-larger networks in order to

achieve an efficient operating of the power grid on a global level. This bottom-up approach closely

resembles an organic system as it solves the complex problem at hand through self-organization

under distributed control.

In this session the authors will present specific problems in the context of increased complexity in the

operation of electric power systems with a broader focus on local distribution networks (Hiroaki

Kawashima, Kyoto University) as well as international transmission grids (Ulf Haeger, Technical

University of Dortmund). Yet, both scientists present solutions and mechanism to tackle the issues at

hand through local coordinated control in the fashion of organic self-organizing systems.
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